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 APPLICABLE BIKES

PERIOD OF COVER 

DEFINITIONS 

Congratulations on choosing the Superior range of Maxxi Tech BIKE prod-
ucts to protect your bike. This range of non-toxic products provide you with 
the latest bike protection technology.

We trust that you will have many years of “riding peace of mind”.

New Bikes- up to a maximum of 12 months from the vehicle build date.

Used Bikes- up to a maximum of 10 years from the vehicle build date.
(Conditions apply, Inspection may be required)

New Bike
For vehicles deemed to be “New Vehicles” (see “Applicable Vehicles” above), 
this warranty provides cover for a maximum of 10 years, provided the 
Customer Obligations and General Conditions are met.

Used Vehicle
For vehicles deemed to be “Used Vehicles” (see “Applicable bikes” above), 
this warranty provides cover for 6 years from the date of delivery of the bike, 
provided the Customer Obligations and General Conditions are met.

For the purposes of this warranty the following terms have the following 
meanings: 

“Covered bike” means the bike as detailed in the Schedule below.
“Warranty Administrator” means Aussie Tint Pty Ltd ABN 92 629 704 347



GENERAL CONDITIONS

EXCLUSIONS
 

This warranty does not cover:
 

The bike must remain, at all times, registered for road use. Any lapse 
in registration will void the warranty. 
You must receive written approval, including an Order Number, from 
the Warranty Administrator prior to the commencement of any repair 
work. Any repairs commenced prior to the issue of approval and an 
Order Number will not be covered by this warranty.
It is the obligation of the vehicle owner to ensure that the information 
provided in the Schedule is complete, true and accurate. Failure to 
provide complete true and accurate details may void this warranty.  
This warranty is conditional upon due payment by the owner for the 
relevant Maxxi Tech treatments provided, as indicated in the      
Schedule. 
This warranty is only applicable to the Covered Vehicle. 
This warranty is non-transferrable.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

any claim where the owner is deemed to have been negligent,      
careless, indifferent, or fails to maintain the vehicle. 
defects in material, workmanship, or design of the vehicle. 
damage resulting from accident, abuse, external damage, vehicle 
manufacturers’ defects, and defects which would normally be 
covered under a dealers’ or manufacturers’ new bike warranty. 
any areas not treated or warranted with the applicable Maxxi Tech 
Bike products. 
commercially used bikes 
any pre-existing damage or deterioration. 
exhaust systems. (Whilst we treat your exhaust we don’t warrant it) 
malicious damage, acts of vandalism, war or riot. 
flood or hail.
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YOUR OBLIGATIONS 

MAKING A CLAIM
 

 

any consequential damage of any kind whatsoever, including your 
loss of time or use of the vehicle while it undergoes inspection,    
treatment or repairs. 
any expenses incurred by the owner in connection with making a 
claim under this warranty.
failure to repair and retreat damaged sections of the bike.
normal wear and tear.
stains caused by burns, bleach, dyes, acids, or similar substances.
materials which have been ripped or torn.
any claim where the owner has failed to have re-treatment of 
product(s) as required.

10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Should you become aware of any damage that could result in a claim 
against this warranty, it is your obligation to contact Maxxi Tech Bike 
warranty administrator within 30 days. Failure to comply will void this 
warranty, and no further claims shall be met.  Call 02 4647 7077 for 
assistance if needed.
Should a product reapplication be required, e.g., following a motor 
vehicle/bike accident, you may be liable for a reapplication fee.
In the event of a claim, proof of your Maxxi Tech Bike warranty must 
be presented on request. Failure to do so may void the warranty, and 
no further claims shall be met.
Warranty is only valid if registered within 21 days of the application 
date as per General Conditions.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Once you become aware of damage that may result in a claim, return 
the vehicle to an authorized Maxxi Tech Bike dealer, within 30 days. 
The Warranty Administrator can provide details of authorized Maxxi 
Tech dealers.
The Maxxi Tech Bike inspector will contact the Warranty                       
Administrator on your behalf to process your claim.
In the event of a claim, the owner will provide the Warranty                 
Administrator with all information and documentation supporting 
the claim as may be reasonably required.

1.

2.

3.



LIMIT OF LIABILITY 

CERAMIC PROTECTION 
Product Description 

The Warranty 

Customer Obligations Specific to this Product 
 

The bike must be presented in a clean and tidy state, in order for the 
claim inspection to be conducted. Should the bike require cleaning, 
you may be liable for a cleaning fee.

4.

There is no limit to the number of claims made under this warranty,   
however, the total liability to the Warranty Administrator for all claims, is 
limited to the current market value of the vehicle.

Maxxi Texh Bike Ceramic paint protection has been specifically                
formulated to provide lasting protection to the vehicles exterior painted 
surfaces, against environmental induced discoloration, loss of glass 
(oxidation), and fading of the exterior paint finish.

Maxxi Tech Bike will provide the protection as described in “Product 
Description”. Should damage occur, and providing that all of the terms 
and conditions detailed within this warranty booklet have been met, 
Maxxi Tech will rectify the damage to the “Limit of Liability”.

In addition to the general customer obligations, detailed under “Your 
Obligations”, the following are your further obligations, specific to this 
particular product.

The Covered bike must be re-treated with Maxxi Tech on any part of 
the vehicle external paint surfaces which has been damaged, 
replaced or repaired. Such treatment must take place within sixty 
(60) days of the completion of the repair or replacement and be 
carried out by and authorized Maxxi Tech dealer, at the owner’s 
expense.
It is recommended that The Covered Vehicle be washed regularly 
(fortnightly, at a minimum) with a PH neutral shampoo, our Maxxi 
Tech Premium Wash or Maxxi Tech Waterless Wash. Maxxi Tech 
Premium Wash and Maxxi Tech Waterless Wash are provided in the 
included complimentary Maintenance Pack. 

1.

2.



Exclusions Specific to this Product 

LEATHER AND VINYL Treatment (Not Warranted)

  

Product Description

In addition to the general exclusions detailed under “Exclusions”, the 
following are exclusions to this warranty which are specific to this         
particular product.

Any damage to the painted surfaces by events not covered under 
“Product Description”.
Damage caused to areas due to neglect or abnormal chemicals and 
harsh detergents.
Damage to painted surfaces caused by fire, stones, collision, surface 
rust, petrol spillage, rail dust or physical damage.
Damage caused by acid rain and industrial fallout and paint            
overspray.
Any modification or damage to the composition of the bikes painted 
surface.
Paint chipping, grazing, and peeling.
Scratches and swirl marks in painted surfaces.
Due to high exposure of heat the exhaust system is not covered 
under warranty. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

Maxxi Tech Leather and Vinyl protection has been formulated to provide 
lasting protection against permanent staining of the leather and vinyl 
treated materials, caused by foodstuffs and drinks, such as water, coffee, 
soda and milk. It also protects against cracking and splitting or disco-
louration of treated leather and vinyl materials, however warranty is not 
applicable due to sunlight and heat.

Maxxi Tech leather and vinyl treatments provide superior protection 
against the elements.


